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Putin Stands Up to London’s
Thermonuclear Blackmail
by Jeffrey Steinberg
March 16—As anticipated, today’s referendum in
Crimea on secession from Ukraine and reunification
with Russia passed by an overwhelming majority. According to exit polls, 93% voted in favor of reunion
with Russia, with a voter turnout of over 75%. This included a 40% turnout from Tatar minority voters, who
make up about 12% of the Crimean population.
As former Reagan Office of Management and
Budget Director David Stockman noted in a recent
statement, Crimea has been an historic part of Russia,
dating back to 1783, when Catherine the Great annexed
the peninsula. Under the Tsars and Soviet Commissars,
Crimea remained a part of Russia for the next 166 years,
during which time, the Black Sea ports of Crimea
became the only Russian naval access to the warm
waters of the Mediterranean.
The big strategic question now is whether, under
desperate prodding from the British Crown and its
White House puppet Barack Obama, the United States
will go ahead with a strategic confrontation against
Russia that could quickly lead to military conflict, and
even a thermonuclear war of extinction. A number of
top strategic thinkers, from Lyndon LaRouche, to Prof.
John Mearsheimer, to economist Paul Craig Roberts, to
defense analyst Loren Thompson, have argued in recent
days that the United States has no strategic interest in
the Crimea situation or the larger Russia-Ukraine showdown—certainly no strategic interest that rises to the
threshold of risking thermonuclear war (see Documentation).
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But with Obama still in the White House, the danger
of just such a Global Showdown is imminent. This
week, the U.S. House of Representatives and Senate are
out of session, putting the potential for impeachment
proceedings against President Obama on hold for the
next ten days. That is not an insignificant factor, given
the imminent showdown over Ukraine.

Stalemate
On Friday, March 15, Secretary of State John Kerry
and Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov met in
London for over six hours. Kerry flew right back to
Washington to brief the National Security Council on
the talks. President Obama did not attend the session.
Kerry reported that there was no breakthrough on the
Crimea situation, but the two had discussed a number
of other areas of mutual concern as well—including the
P5+1 talks with Iran, the Syria crisis, and the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan. The two will meet in the
coming days again, following the Crimea referendum.
Kerry failed to get a clear commitment from Lavrov
that Russia would not annex Crimea and would not
make further interventions to protect the lives of Russian nationals in eastern Ukraine.
While Obama Administration officials and even
Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), just back from a “factfinding” visit to Ukraine, say that there is no military
option for dealing with a potential Russian annexation
of Crimea, a U.S. battleship extended manuevers in the
Black Sea near the Crimean coast, and a U.S. Arleigh
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delay.
This is where Ukraine comes in. The
wealth center of the planet is now Eurasia,
particularly the Asia-Pacific region subsuming Russia, China, India, Japan, and South
Korea. That is the target of London oligarchs,
and Ukraine is the crucial stepping-stone to
the wealth of the East. London and its AngloDutch and Obama/Wall Street allies have
been pushing for Putin to capitulate on
Ukraine. The events of this weekend make
clear that Putin is not about to cave in to London’s bluffs.
By going ahead with the Crimea referendum, and refusing to telegraph his next
moves, Putin has put London in a precarious
position. It must either capitulate and face the
consequences of the bankruptcy of their
system, or go for a U.S.-instigated global
showdown that would likely lead to thermonuclear war. Only the most desperate and
insane elements within the Anglo-Dutch oligarchy truly believe that they can survive an
all-out thermonuclear showdown. Yet, their
actions are driving the world to precisely such
a showdown moment.
As LaRouche emphasized in his March 14
international webcast, the only option now is
for Obama to be impeached. By taking LonLPAC/Chance McGee
don’s finger off the nuclear-war trigger, war
Burke-class destroyer armed with Aegis missile decan be averted. Diplomatic channels between Moscow
fense systems, has left port, its destination still unand Washington can resolve the outstanding issues—
known. The U.S. has deployed a dozen F-16 fighters to
but only if Obama is removed from office. It is the threat
Poland, along with AWACS surveillance planes and
of World War III that has finally led a number of Con300 servicemen; and a similar expanded deployment of
gressional Democrats to publicly break with Obama
U.S. Air Force assets has been dispatched to the Baltics.
over his repeated Constitutional violations, which have
This buildup, accompanying the bellicose rhetoric of
gone well beyond the high crimes and misdemeanors
President Obama, has heightened the danger of a conthat warrant impeachment.
frontation.
Russian media have clearly recognized that LaRouche represents the voice of sanity and war avoidBeyond the Ukraine Flashpoint
ance inside the United States. In the past week, LaThe reality of the crisis is not to be found, however,
Rouche and a number of his colleagues have been
in the Ukraine-Russia dispute per se. The driving factor
featured on Russian news reports on the Crimea crisis.
behind the looming thermonuclear confrontation is the
War on Russia, Nazi Escalation
fact that the trans-Atlantic financial system—the LonIn the immediate days ahead, both the United States
don-Wall Street system—is hopelessly and irreversibly
and the European Union are expected to impose harsh
bankrupt. To even maintain the massive financial
sanctions against targeted Russian officials and business
bubble and delay a hyperinflationary blowout of the
interests to punish them for the expected Crimean ansystem, new avenues of looting must be opened without
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nexation. Sanctions, it should be clear, are an act of war.
Western officials, starting with President Obama,
have systematically refused to acknowledge that an illegal coup was carried out in Kiev in late February—
with full Western backing for a network of unrepentant
neo-Nazis, who trace their roots back to the Stepan
Bandera movement of the 1930s and ’40s, which carried out mass killings of Russians, Jews, and Poles, in
close alliance with Hitler.
Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk (dubbed “Yats”
by Obama State Department hand Victoria Nuland) has
announced his government’s plan to legalize and incorporate Right Sector, Svoboda, and other neo-Nazi thugs
into Ukraine’s official military forces, through the creation of a 20,000-strong National Guard. “It will have
training centers; legal weapons will be distributed,”
Yats stated. “You will have the opportunity to defend
the country, with the forces of the National Guard and
the security forces.”
Meanwhile, with full backing from Washington,
London, and the EU, the Ukrainian Nazis are escalating
within Ukraine, creating a reign of terror in an expanding number of areas, particularly in the East. Clashes
provoked by Nazi gangs—who also have their representatives in the Yatsenyuk government—have killed a
number of people in the cities of Donetsk and Kharkio,
and resulted in the imprisonment of the leaders of those
resisting the Nazi takeover.
Leading the charge is the neo-Nazi Right Sector
group, whose militants Yatsenyuk has agreed to integrate into Ukraine’s defense forces. The unit of Right
Sector involved in the Kharkov was Ukrainian Patriot,
which, for many years, has worked to build up capabilities in southern and eastern Ukraine. It was founded
in 1999 as an arm of the Social-Nationalist Party of
Ukraine, the future Svoboda party, by Andriy Parubiy,
the man who was Commandant of the Maidan during
the February coup, and who now chairs the Ukrainian
National Security and Defense Council.
Parubiy left both Svoboda and Right Sector in 2004,
but continued to show up at court hearings to post bail
for Ukrainian Patriot members as recently as in 2012.
The Ukrainian Patriot figure reportedly leading the current Kharkov operation, Andriy Biletsky, had been arrested in December 2011 for armed assault on a political foe, and was convicted, but was released from prison
under one of the amnesties forced through the Supreme
Rada this year during the Euromaidan coup.
Both Russian President Putin and Foreign Minister
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Lavrov have used numerous diplomatic exchanges with
American and European officials to urge that they help
put an end to the rampage by right-wing thugs in eastern Ukraine, which are targeting the Russian-speaking
population, in particular. The Russian Foreign Ministry
also pointedly warned on March 15 that “Russia is receiving numerous requests to defend civilians. These
requests will be considered.”
A March 15 Foreign Ministry statement put it this
way: “Guerrillas, including from Right Sector, are continuing to rampage in Ukraine. Alarming information
has been received about movement of a column of
armed Right Sector mercenaries out of Kharkov in the
direction of Donetsk and Luhansk. . . . During their
meeting in London on March 14, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov drew the attention of U.S. Secretary
of State Kerry to the danger of the Supreme Rada’s decisions legitimizing Right Sector and other radicals
through bringing them into law enforcement bodies
such as the National Guard.”

Obama Must Go
Yet, the Obama Administration—notably including Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs Victoria Nuland, who was photographed
handing out cookies to militants in the Maidan—continues to aggressively defend these neo-Nazis, and to
escalate a confrontation with Russia. In the face of that
insanity, LaRouchePAC last week added an intense
media barrage to its campaign for Obama’s impeachment, which flooded Washington, D.C., during the
week of March 10, with a statement by LaRouche that
exposed Obama’s support for the Nazi coup in Ukraine,
as well as his other offenses against the Constitution
(http://larouchepac.com/jaccuse).
When Yatsenyuk, the Jewish-Scientologist rump
Prime Minster of Ukraine, traveled to Washington that
same week to meet with President Obama at the White
House, he cancelled a scheduled public appearance at
the National Press Club, likely out of fear that he would
be confronted about the large number of neo-Nazis in
his Interim Cabinet.
While no one contests that Crimea is now fully in
process of being integrated back into Russia, the big
question is whether British tool Obama will escalate
against Putin and Russia, and bring the world ever
closer to thermonuclear confrontation and extinction.
The only real option, as LaRouche has repeatedly stated
in recent weeks, is Obama’s ouster, combined with the
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immediate reinstatement of Glass-Steagall full bank
separation—an action that would bankrupt London and
Wall Street once and for all.

Documentation

U.S. Policy Has Set
The Stage for War
March 15—Recognition that the crisis in Ukraine
which could end in world war is a product of an insane
Obama Administration is leaking into the U.S. establishment and other media. Some recent examples:
John Mearsheimer, a University of Chicago historian, in a March 14 New York Times op-ed entitled “Getting Ukraine Wrong”:
“President Obama has decided to get tough with
Russia by imposing sanctions and increasing support
for Ukraine’s new government. This is a big mistake.
This response is based on the same faulty logic that
helped precipitate the crisis. . . .
“Washington played a key role in precipitating this
dangerous situation, and Mr. Putin’s behavior is motivated by the same geopolitical considerations that influence all great powers, including the United States.
“The taproot of the current crisis is NATO expansion and Washington’s commitment to move Ukraine
out of Moscow’s orbit and integrate it into the West. . . .
“[E]ven if the West could impose significant costs on
Russia, Mr. Putin is unlikely to back down. When vital
interests are at stake, countries are invariably willing to
suffer great pain to ensure their security. There is no
reason to think Russia, given its history, is an exception.
“Mr. Obama should adopt a new policy toward
Russia and Ukraine—one that seeks to prevent war by
recognizing Russia’s security interests and upholding
Ukraine’s territorial integrity. . . . In short, Ukraine
should remain neutral between East and West.
“Some might say these policy prescriptions amount
to a defeat for America. On the contrary, Washington
has a deep-seated interest in ending this conflict and
maintaining Ukraine as a sovereign buffer state between Russia and NATO. Furthermore, good relations
with Russia are essential, because the United States
needs Moscow’s help to deal with Iran, Syria, [and] AfMarch 21, 2014
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ghanistan. . . .”
Defense analyst and lobbyist Loren Thompson, the
chief operating officer of the Lexington Institute, based
in Arlington, Va., writing in Forbes March 13, emphasized that any war with Russia is “unthinkable.”
“In any military confrontation between U.S. and
Russian forces, there is a danger of escalation not only
to conventional combat, but beyond—in other words,
to the use of nuclear weapons,” Thompson wrote. “That
may sound like an improbable scenario, but it’s no more
outlandish than an assassination attempt by Serbian nationalists leading to a World War, and yet that actually
happened—in the same region. Russia has thousands of
nuclear warheads, and the only defense America has
against such weapons is retaliation in kind. . . .
“If you don’t see why putting U.S. forces in Ukraine
might lead to war, think of how Washington responded
to the deployment of Soviet missiles in Cuba. . . .
“All of the drawbacks to military action are magnified when the prospective adversary is armed with nuclear weapons, underscoring the need for extreme caution. . . . The risks of such a campaign are far too high
for sensible leaders to contemplate, and the likelihood
of success is very low.”
Retired Defense Intelligence Agency officer Col.
Pat Lang posted a link to Thompson’s article on his
blog (Sic Semper Tyrannis), excerpting the paragraph
on the danger of nuclear escalation. “Let’s keep all this
in mind, folks,” Lang wrote. “Stay calm and don’t listen
to people like McCain.”
Political science professor David Hendrickson of
Colorado College, writing in The National Interest
March 11, pointed to the role of the fascists in the new
Kiev regime. “The positions they have filled are not insignificant. They include deputy prime minister, chief
prosecutor, defense minister and head of the nationalsecurity council, portfolios where the coercive power
of the state resides. Svoboda, the main nationalist party,
has made some attempt to shed its fascist lineage, but
the World Jewish Congress last year asked the EU to
consider banning it, and there is much in its history and
outlook that should be deeply troubling to westerners.”
He singled out Dmytro Yarosh, head of the Right
Sector, who is now the Deputy Secretary of National
Security in the interim government. “Right Sector is a
paramilitary organization, like Greece’s Golden Dawn;
their entry into a European government is an important
International
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Ukrainian Nazis: The new government released Igor
Moseychuk from prison, where he had been serving a
six-year sentence for preparing a terrorist attack.
Regarding possible secession of Crimea, he proclaimed:
“If the authorities can’t handle it, we’ll take care of it
ourselves. We’ll go to Crimea, and like before, they’ll
run like rats.”

milestone, and not of the celebratory sort.”
He noted that this has gotten little attention in the
major U.S. and U.K. press. A New York Times article on
the new Ukraine government mentioned Andrew Parubiy, but did not say, Hendrickson wrote, that he “was the
founder of the Social National Party of Ukraine, a fascist
party styled on Hitler’s Nazis, with membership restricted to ethnic Ukrainians. The Social National Party
would go on to become Svoboda, the far-right nationalist
party whose leader Oleh Tyahnybok was one of the three
most high-profile leaders of the Euromaidan protests—
negotiating directly with the Yanukovych regime.”
There is a road to de-escalation, he says, which
“does not consist in showing Putin ‘who’s boss,’ as the
U.S. Russophobes (a majority of the commentariat and
political class) wish to do,” but rather in acknowledging
certain basic principles of diplomacy. A major problem
is the “cultural blinders” through which Washington
views Russia and Ukraine.
Paul Craig Roberts, a former Treasury official in
the Reagan Administration, wrote “Washington’s Arrogance, Hubris, and Evil Have Set the Stage for War,”
posted on March 3 on his website.
“Washington tried, but failed, to take Ukraine in
2004 with the Washington-financed Orange Revolution,” he wrote. “According to Assistant Secretary of
State Victoria Nuland, since this failure Washington has
invested $5 billion in Ukraine in order to foment agitation for EU membership for Ukraine. EU membership
would open Ukraine to looting by Western bankers and
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corporations, but Washington’s main goal is to establish US missile bases on Russia’s border with Ukraine
and to deprive Russia of its Black Sea naval base and
military industries in eastern Ukraine. EU membership
for Ukraine means NATO membership. . . .
“The ignorance, absence of integrity, and lack of independence of the US media greatly enhance the prospect for war. . . .
“The stupid [Secretary of State John] Kerry, wallowing in his arrogance, hubris, and evil, has issued
direct threats to Russia. The Russian foreign minister
has dismissed Kerry’s threats as unacceptable. The
stage is set for war.
“Note the absurdity of the situation. Kiev has been
taken over by ultra-nationalist neo-nazis. . . .
“The Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz reported on February 24 that Ukrainian Rabbi Moshe Reuven Azman advised Kiev’s Jews to leave the city and even the country. . . .
“This is the situation that Washington created and
defends, while accusing Russia of stifling Ukrainian
democracy. An elected democracy is what Ukraine had
before Washington overthrew it.
“At this time there is no legitimate Ukrainian government.
“Everyone needs to understand that Washington is
lying about Ukraine just as Washington lied about
Saddam Hussein and weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq, just as Washington lied about Iranian nukes, just
as Washington lied about Syrian president Assad using
chemical weapons, just as Washington lied about Afghanistan, Libya, NSA spying, torture. What hasn’t
Washington lied about?
“Washington is comprised of three elements: Arrogance, Hubris, and Evil. There is nothing else there.”
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